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Architects
have
an
architectural responsibility
to design high quality
spaces
and
urban
environments even where
sustainability
principles
tend to dictate to the
design. This raises the
question – what tools can
we use to create sustainable
buildings while respecting
architectural intent and
architectural license?

Solid form and void space
is defined - solid building
mass to activate hard public
space to the front and soft
public open space to the
rear. Proficiency

Building
Information
Modeling (BIM) has been in
use for a number of years but
has been used in a way that
aligns with conventional
design practice and its
application in reinforcing
sustainable design is only
really starting to emerge
now. The question is
therefore, how can BIM be
used in the South African
and Johannesburg context
to assist in the design of
a sustainable building?

Building mass is then derived
from the solid space versus
void space with height limited
by local site restrictions

Progress. People.
Planet. Prosperity.
Proficiency.

(www.maps.google.com cited 2009/03/14)

Now, BIM comes into its own
in terms of form development
with the local solar conditions
being the main contributory
factor. Proficiency

In this project, BIM made
the efficient and complete
communication of ideas
possible and ensured that
no
miscommunication
could occur. This made
the realisation of such a
unique concept possible.
Additionally, the design
work flow and the ability
to make informed building
performance
design
decisions proved invaluable
and indispensable. Planet

Incisions are made in the
mass to allow higher levels of
solar access to select areas
The first incision is made
during the equinox to allow
balanced levels of sunlight
into the hard public space

The second incision is made
during the winter solstice to
afford higher levels of solar
access to the neighboring
buildings during the most
extreme time of the year

With the current and future
complexities we as building
design professionals need
to consider, BIM becomes
indispensable in its ability to
simplify and make complex
information accessible to not
only the principal designer
but every member of the
design team. This ultimately
makes it easier to consider
multiple factors in a building
design
and
therefore
sustainable goals can be
kept in the forefront of the
design and not be drowned
out by the traditional foci.

Planet

Bearing in mind that the
solar incisions are parabolic
in shape, the form had to be
simplified and rationalised in
order to make both structure
and planning a possibility

Proficiency. Prosperity

The development of the
structural system was very
important and BIM made
the efficient communication
possible between the architect
and the engineer. This made the
development of an extremely
efficient structural system
possible. Prosperity
Circulation cores that serve
the purpose of large “columns”
to transfer all the weight down
to the granite subsurface
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the heart of the building

google.com cited 2009/03/14)

The fourth incision is also
made during the winter
solstice to afford higher
levels of solar access to the
neighboring buildings during
the most extreme time of the
year

Sustainable design can
only benefit from the use
of Building Information
Modeling and BIM can
substantially assist in the
design of quality, holistic
architecture. Planet

winter-garden at sunset

The third incision is also
made during the winter
solstice but, in this instance
to allow a high degree of
direct sunlight to the newly
created soft public space

space for shift, connection, interaction and
transition between new and existing mixed
use, residential and commercial areas - site and
subject calls for an iconic design. People.

site - rosebank - jelicoe, cradock and
oxford road - very high levels of solar
access - urban development area (www.maps.

site - south africa - johannesburg

The scope of such a project
and the time frame called
to complete it in could not
have been achieved if not
for the use of the current
technology of Building
Information
Modelling
(BIM). What is shown in this
presentation is just the tip
of the proverbial iceberg in
relation to BIM and what it
is capable of - not only in
terms of the generation of a
concept but also in the further
development of a design. To
fully realise the potential of
BIM in sustainable design,
a paradigm shift is required
as the fundamentals of
using the technology to
it’s full potential differs
substantially from traditional
project delivery. Progress

structure hangs, defines, protects
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Pedestrian movement routes
connect old existing mixed
use zones with existing
residential
zones
with
existing public transport
nodes with new mixed use
nodes. Proficiency

definition of hard public square, celebration of sky-garrdens

arial

The Site

atrium as spine

Building Information Modeling made this approach possible. The
necessity of accurate modeling of the combination of building
mass and sunlight - both direct and diffuse light - made this tool
indispensable. Progress

This poster will demonstrate
how a sustainable design
concept, driven by the three pillars
of sustainability (related to the
five target issues of the Holcim
foundation) and architectural intent,
was developed into a workable
design through the use of BIM.

progamme

meridian

The image series shows the generation of building mass through
the use of pedestrian routes and contextual response, followed by
the definition of the building mass, and finally, incisions made in the
building mass during different times of the year in response to the
space needing solar access. People

A
concrete
tension
and
compression frame in concrete
and post-tensioned concrete
forms proportionately small
cantilevers tied back to the
circulation
cores.
These
cantilevers
also
counterbalance eachother

steel hangers then suspend the
structure and in doing so massively
reduces the embodied energy
of the building as the majority
of the structure is in tension and
therefore the structure is lightened
substantially - this has a knock
on effect on the whole building in
terms of material usage

Finally, precast floors are
suspended from the steel
hangers. Planet

